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Gregory R. Bashford, Student Member, ZEEE, and Olaf T. von Ramm 
Abstract- This article describes a new angle-independent 
method suitable for three-dimensional (3-D) blood flow velocity 
measurement that tracks features of the ultrasonic speckle 
produced by a pulse echo system. In this method, a feature 
is identified and followed over time to detect motion. Other 
blood flow velocity measurement methods typically estimate 
velocity using one- (1-D) or two-dimensional (2-D) spatial and 
time information. Speckle decorrelation due to motion in the 
elevation dimension may hinder this estimate of the true 3-D 
blood flow velocity vector. Feature tracking is a 3-D method with 
the ability to measure the true blood velocity vector rather than 
a projection onto a line or plane. Off-line experiments using a 
tissue phantom and a real-time volumetric ultrasound imaging 
system have shown that the local maximum detected value of 
the speckle signal may be identified and tracked for measuring 
velocities typical of human blood flow. The limitations of feature 
tracking, including the uncertainty of the peak location and the 
duration of the local maxima are discussed. An analysis of the 
expected error using this method is given. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
N A scattering environment in which many subresolution I scatterers occupy a resolution cell, such as in the human 
body, ultrasound echo signals add both constructively and 
destructively to produce a phenomenon called speckle [ 11. In a 
B-mode image, speckle appears as a mottled pattern on top of 
anatomic structures. Speckle reduces the visual image quality 
of the data [2] and limits the ability to discern fine structure in 
the picture; thus, speckle may obstruct the view of clinically 
useful information. 
However, speckle is useful in the determination of target 
motion. Doppler processors code differences in arrival times 
from speckle signals to instantaneous phase information of a 
master clock to calculate a one-dimensional (I-D) projection of 
the velocity of the moving tissue [3]. Doppler, a 1-D process, 
suffers from aliasing and angle dependence. Aliasing is usually 
not a problem in clinical diagnosis, since clinicians have 
learned to use this effect as a marker for turbulence and high- 
speed jets. In addition, commercial instruments permit shifting 
of the baseline which can extend the velocity limits displayed. 
However, flow parallel to the face of the transducer will be 
hidden due to angle dependence. To date, no commercial 
machine gives directional flow information in more than one 
dimension. 
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Two-dimensional (2-D) flow algorithms have been re- 
searched for several years. Multiple transducers can provide 
flow information in more than one dimension if the transducers 
are mounted favorably; in this approach, each transducer 
provides one projection of the velocity vector [4], [5]. In 
another example, Phillips is presently constructing a 2-D 
color flow system that electronically divides one phased- 
array transducer into two independently steered subtransducers 
[6]. Each subtransducer resolves one component of the true 
velocity flow vector in real time using pulsed-wave (PW) 
Doppler. 
Correlation methods use a statistical comparison of the 
speckle pattern from one interrogation to the next [7]. Aban- 
doning the Doppler-based algorithms, Trahey has developed 
and constructed a real-time 2-D color flow system built at 
Duke University that utilizes a 2-D cross-correlation technique 
[8]. Also, Ferrara has introduced a flow estimation method 
which determines velocity by estimating the lateral transit 
time across the ultrasound beam [9]. Newhouse has estimated 
velocity by using information derived from the bandwidth of 
the received signal [lo]. Meunier et al. used the spatial gradient 
at a point in an image to determine velocity maps incorporating 
translation, rotation, and deformation of the speckle pattern for 
heart motion analysis [18]. 
In 1991, Roundhill first proposed extracting a peak of the 
amplitude of the detected speckle signal and tracking it in 
successive interrogations for measuring axial flow [ 111. This 
peak was labeled as a directly measuredfeature. His real-time 
system performed this technique accurately in one dimension. 
The advantage of feature tracking is that it selectively ex- 
tracts easily identifiable parts of the speckle signal, reducing 
the amount of information being processed, which makes it 
computationally simpler than other flow algorithms. 
We hypothesized that Roundhill’s method could be extended 
to three dimensions, and that speckle actually has a peak 
locatable in three dimensions. We further hypothesized that 
this peak could be identified, and that it would move in 
correspondence with the local blood or tissue motion. In a 
previous paper [ 121, we characterized the three-dimensional 
(3-D) nature of speckle by identifying and describing 3-D 
features corresponding to the peak brightness level (local max- 
ima) of speckle. These peaks have a distinct distribution (in 
amplitude) in a volume. Also, the peaks have a -6-dB breadth, 
about twice that predicted by the full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) along the lateral axis of the 3-D autocovariance 
function (ACVF). An example of a visualization of two of 
these features is shown in Fig. 1. This figure is a contour 
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Fig. 1. Contour map in the elevation-lateral plane of local maxima. The 
contours represent - 1 dB levels down from the global maximum in the plane. 
map in the elevation-lateral plane, or plane parallel to the 
transducer face (i.e., a C-scan), showing two local maxima 
in a volume of speckle data. The contours represent -1 dB 
levels down from the global maximum in the plane. The 
figure represents a small area which measures only 15" across 
laterally at a depth of about 70 mm, i.e., the field of view is 
about 18 mm on each side. In addition, only the amplitudes 
within 6 dB from the global maximum are displayed; thus 
more local maxima may be present than are shown. 
Our process detects blood flow by the identification and 
tracking of speckle features in an acoustic field. The 3-D local 
maximum is chosen as a feature to track; alternatively, the 
3-D minima or "valleys" might be chosen. However, since 
the valley is a low-amplitude value, detecting it may be more 
difficult since it is prone to be hidden under the noise floor. By 
utilizing a volume of data, the position of the chosen feature is 
measured and tracked in three dimensions. The added spatial 
information of tissue motion, i.e., the magnitude and direction 
of the movement in the elevation dimension, may be clinically 
useful in cardiovascular diagnosis. If the tissue in consideration 
is blood, the information is in regard to the 3-D velocity vector 
of blood flow. 
In order to test the hypothesis that speckle peaks can be used 
to determine and quantify tissue motion, experiments were 
performed in which a transducer, acquiring 3-D scan data, 
was translated over a scattering phantom to simulate tissue 
motion. Individual peaks were selected and tracked to see 
if their movement corresponded with the applied translation. 
Errors encountered in estimating motion were analyzed, and 
a model predicting the magnitude of error to be expected was 
derived. 
11. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A.  Experimental Materials 
The experimental setup used in the feature-tracking experi- 
ments is shown in Fig. 2. The Duke University phased array 
system [13], a real-time 3-D ultrasound imaging system, was 
imaging System ("12") 
FLI (First Line 
modules 
Fig. 2. Experimental setup 
used to acquire volumes of pulseeecho information from a 
scattering phantom. For each volume, a pyramid was scanned 
in which both the elevation and lateral sweep of the beam 
encompassed about 16". The volumes were sampled using 
either 0.5" spacing (1024 transmitted pulses, 32 x 32 lines in 
the elevation-lateral dimensions) or 0.25" spacing (4096 lines, 
64 x 64). The data acquired were range gated from 82.5 to 
102.5 ,us, or from about 62.5 to 77.0 mm. The transmit focus 
was set at 70 mm, while the received field was dynamically 
focused every 5 mm. 
The transducer used was a 16.4-mm diameter circular trans- 
ducer with a center frequency of 2.4 MHz, built at Duke 
University. The transducer was diced into a grid with an 
interelement spacing of 0.4 mm. The 192 transmit elements 
are arranged randomly with a Gaussian spatial distribution, 
and the 64 receive elements have a spatially even random 
distribution similar to that described by Davidsen et al. [14]. 
The transducer is fixed to a translation stage by a clamp that 
keeps its position constant relative to the mounting. 
The blood phantom used was a container of densely packed 
gelatin-encapsulated graphite spheres ( M I ,  Inc.) in an alcohol 
bath (8% isopropyl alcohol solution) similar to that described 
by Madsen et al. [15]. The alcohol bath rises above the agar 
spheres such that the transducer may be displaced laterally 
while immersed in the fluid without disrupting the positions of 
the spheres themselves. A LeCroy digitizing recorder (LeCroy 
8828D Waveform Digitizer) was used to sample the RF signals 
at 50 MHz, and the resulting data were transferred to a PC for 
off-line processing. 
Two types of experiments were performed, one with lateral 
translation and the other with axial translation. Data for 
16 volumes were taken in each of the two experiments. 
The transducer was moved relative to the blood phantom 
between volume acquisitions, thus simulating target motion. 
The phantom was moved in increments of 1/50 of an inch 
(0.508 mm) for the lateral-translation experiment, and in 
increments of 0.5 mm for the axial-translation experiment. 
B. Off-Line Processing 
The RF pulse-echo data from the scanned volumes ("vol- 
ume data") were processed off-line to find 3-D peaks. The 
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while the U’S represent estimates. 
Diagram of tracking process. The p’s represent actual translations 
data were first envelope detected using a Hilbert transform 
operation [16]. A gradient-type search was performed on the 
detected data in three dimensions, with points found to be 
local maxima recorded as features. With a list of the extracted 
feature coordinates from the first volume, peaks suitable for 
tracking were selected. Among the top 50 peaks in amplitude, 
those whose coordinates remained within the scanned volumes 
throughout the experiment were deemed suitable for tracking. 
Starting with the second volume and continuing with succes- 
sive volumes, an “expected position” was calculated for each 
feature due to the known translation. An expected position 
matrix, P ,  was formed, with elements p representing the z, y, 
and z coordinates of the expected position for a certain feature. 
There are N elements in this matrix, with N being the total 
number of volumes interrogated 
For every 1 5 k <  N ,  then pk+l  - p k  = a 3-D vector 
representing the translation between volume interrogations. A 
search for the local maximum was performed, starting from 
the expected position p k .  The local maximum closest to this 
point was taken as a vector estimate of translation vk. Thus 
another matrix, V ,  was formed, with elements w representing 
the coordinates of the estimated translation 
An illustration of this process is shown in Fig. 3. For each 
experiment, the number of estimated translation vectors V 
formed corresponds to the number of features tracked. Each 
vector V is treated as an observation of the tracking process. 
111. RESULTS 
A graph of the estimated translation versus real translation 
for the lateral and axial experiments is shown in Fig 4. The 
mean of the estimated translations B(V[n]} is the abscissa 
of each graph. The error bars represent *1 standard deviation 
of the magnitude of the translation estimates, stdev( IlV[n] 1 1 ) .  
The abscissa is labeled velocity (w) times time (T ) ,  or vT in 
mm, thus representing a range of velocities which depend on 
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-1 I 
Actual VT (mm) 
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Fig. 4. Actual versus estimated translation for (a) lateral- and (b) ax- 
ial-translation experiments. 
the pulse repetition time (T), which is UPRF (pulse-repetition 
frequency). For example, wT = 0.5 mm could represent a 
velocity of 0.5 m/s with a PRF of 1 KHz, or a velocity of 0.25 
m / s  with a PRF of 500 Hz. 
The amplitude loss of the maxima in dB as a function 
of translation is shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for the lateral- 
and axial-translation experiments, respectively. This loss in 
amplitude is with respect to the amplitude of the starting peak 
(in the first volume), or 
where v[O] is the starting coordinate and A(v[n]) is the 
signal amplitude at the coordinate represented by U[.]. As 
can be seen, the amplitude of the peak decreases slowly 
even with large translations. For comparison, the amplitude 
loss at the expected position (p) is also shown. This graph 
drops more rapidly than the previous one since the actual 
peak was usually seen to deviate from the expected location, 
i.e., the expected position is usually slightly off the local 
maximum. The axial-translation loss is not as steep as the 
lateral-translation loss since the expected position in the 
axial dimension is closer to the true peak than in the lateral 
dimension, as discussed below. 
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Fig. 5. Amplitude loss (a) of actual peak and (b) at the expected position 
for the lateral-translation experiment. 
Fig. 7 shows the distance from the expected position to the 
actual peak location for lateral and axial displacements. This 
can be denoted 
4.1 = m 4 n l  -P[.lIIl (4) 
where w is the distance between U and p coordinates. It is 
seen that this distance slowly increases from about 1 to about 
1.5-2 mm, with large error bars. It is interesting to decompose 
the vector v-p into its lateral and axial components; this is 
shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for lateral and axial displacements, 
respectively. The directional component of U-p in the lateral 
direction is much larger than that of the axial component in 
both the lateral-translation and axial-translation experiments. 
IV. DISCUSSION 
The feature tracking experiments show that local maxima in 
the received field can be used as markers to determine target 
motion. This tracking, however, is subject to limitations, as 
discovered during the experiments. The first limitation is the 
duration of the peak; that is, how far can the scatterers move 
before the local maxima no longer exists around the expected 
point? From Figs. 5 and 6 it can be seen that, in general, the 
peak amplitude slowly decreases with translation. At this point 
it was instructive to watch a “movie” in which frames were 
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Fig. 6. 
for the axial-translation experiment. 
Amplitude loss (a) of actual peak and (b) at the expected position 
constructed by slicing the data volume at a constant depth, 
i.e., a C-scan. As an example, three frames of one of these 
movies are shown in Fig. 10. The first frame shows a C-scan 
from the first volume, at a depth that corresponds to slicing 
through the middle of a 3-D local maxima. The X denotes the 
starting position, i.e., the local maximum in the first volume. 
The next frame shows a C-scan at the same depth, but a later 
volume, where the lateral translation is approximately 25% 
of the aperture diameter. The dotted line shows the expected 
movement of the peak, with the X representing the expected 
position in this volume and the 0 representing the estimated 
translation. The last frame shows the C-scan at a translation of 
50% of the aperture diameter. At this point, the nearest peak 
to the expected position (denoted 0) is no longer the same 
peak as that from the first volume. 
This limitation is particularly detrimental in the lat- 
eral-translation case. From watching many movies, it was 
seen that the peaks may be “safely” tracked at least to a 
distance of 0.25 of the aperture diameter. Between 114 and 
the overall mean of the speckle signal, making it harder to 
distinguish as a maximum. By the time the scatterers have 
translated 112 of the aperture diameter, the local maximum 
no longer exists. In the axial translation case, however, the 
peak may be safely tracked through a much greater distance. 
1/3 of the aperture diameter, the amplitude decreases toward 
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lateral-translation and (b) axial-translation experiments. 
Distance to actual peak from the expected position for the (a) 
Axial “misregistrations” (where the nearest-neighbor peak to 
the expected location is not the original peak) were less likely 
to occur throughout the experiment (an overall translation of 
about 7.5 mm) due to relatively slower speckle decorrelation 
in the axial dimension. In the axial-tracking movies, the peak 
was correctly tracked throughout the translation, unless the 
peak translated outside of the field of view. An example of 
three frames from an axial-translation experiment are shown 
in Fig. 11, where the first frame is the starting position, and 
the second and third frames denote translation distances of 
3.5 and 7.0 mm, respectively. 
The second limitation is the variation of the location of 
the peak around its expected position, i.e., the distance from 
the expected position to the actual location. Fig. 12 shows 
the distributions of the position of the true peak around 
the expected value in the x, y, and z dimensions from the 
lateral-translation experiment. The distributions from the ax- 
ial-translation experiment are similar and are not shown 
here. These distributions appear normal (skewness coefficients 
= 0.3, ~ 3 , ~  = -0.2, and 0 1 3 , ~  = 0.1; kurtosis coefficients 
~ 2 4 . ~  = 3.7, 0 1 4 , ~  = 3.2, and 0 1 4 , ~  = 4.1; for zero-mean 
Gaussian distributions a3 = 0 and 124 = 3), with standard 
deviations uz = 1.19,ay = 1.10, and uz = 0.16 mm. Since 
the statistics are not expected to be different between the 
elevation and lateral dimension, the z and y data may also 
Lateral plane 
‘1 T ‘ T  
I 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  
Translation (mm) 
(a) 
be combined as “lateral” observations. In this case, a3,1at = 
0.1,014,~~t = 3.4, and ulat = 1.15. As seen in Fig. 8, most 
of this uncertainty is in the lateral rather than the axial ( z )  
dimension. This limitation affects the magnitude of the error 
that can be expected for a certain translation. If the translation 
is about the same size as the uncertainty in locating the peak, 
errors on the order of 100% can be expected, while further 
translation will decrease the error. This refers to the absolute 
value of the error; however, the estimated translation of many 
observations will still average to the expected position, as 
shown in Fig. 4. 
We have attempted to analyze the effect of the peak dither. 
If the density function of the actual feature location around 
the true translation is denoted f v  (R), then the expected value 
of the magnitude velocity error will be 
where v is the estimated translation, p is the true translation, K 
is the error, and R(z,  y, z )  is the region on which may be the 
actual feature location. If the magnitude of the true translation 
p is a constant (as in our experiments), and if the regions over 
which 11.011 > llpll and llpll > 1 1 ~ 1 1  are known, then this integral 
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Fig. 9. Distance to actual peak from the expected position: (a) projection 
onto lateral plane and (b) projection in the axial dimension for the ax- 
ial-translation experiments. Note the difference in the vertical scales between 
the top and bottom graphs. 
may be evaluated by 
(IIPII - Ilvll)fv(R) dR ' (6) ) + 
Consider a 1-D case (see Fig. 13) with true translation 
llpll = d and a normally distributed true peak location around 
the true translation f v ( x )  
In this case, IlvII = 1 %  + dl. Equation (5) becomes 
(7) 
Evaluating this integral gives 
(9) 
-6 -3 0 3 6 
Lateral scan angle (degrees) 
(a) 
-6 -3 0 3 6 
Lateral scan angle (degrees) 
(b) 
-6 -3 0 3 6 
Lateral scan angle (degrees) 
(C) 
Fig. 10. Lateral translation movie frames: (a) starting position ( X  denotes 
the peak to be tracked); (b) after translation of 1/4 aperture diameter; and (c) 
after translation of 1/2 aperture diameter. In frames (b) and (c), X denotes the 
expected position, the dotted line denotes the expected path, and 0 denotes 
actual peak location. 
where 
2 "  
erf(x) = J;; 1 e-(' dJ 
By the CramCr-Rao lower bound [ 171, a most-efficient es- 
timate of the mean 7iz from N observations of a normally 
distributed random process f,(m; 0') will itself be normally 
distributed with variance a 2 / N .  That is 
(1 1) 
2 
N 
var[riz] = -. 
Therefore if our estimate of translation 'U comes from N 
observations, the expected value of the absolute error in 
magnitude will be 
We can define a dimensionless parameter 
d f i  <=- 
U 
so that (12) becomes 
/ t \  
5 - - 1. 
382 
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Fig. 11. Axial translation movie frames: (a) starting position ( X  denotes 
peak to be tracked); (b) after translation of 3.5 rmn; and (c) after translation 
of 7.0 mm. In frames (b) and (c), X denotes the expected position, the dotted 
line denotes the expected path, and 0 denotes actual peak location. 
TABLE I 
REQUIRED NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS TO ACHIEVE A CERTAIN 
EXPECTED ABSOLUTE RROR FOR CHOSEN VALUES OF d / o  
A graph of this function is shown in Fig. 14. It is seen that 
is inversely related to <, which in turn is related to 
the translation distance, number of observations, and standard 
deviation of the original uncertainty distribution. For example, 
for a translation of 1 mm estimated from a distribution with 
1 mm standard deviation, approximately 16 observations are 
needed to achieve an expected absolute error of 20%, while for 
the same translation and a distribution with 0.5 mm standard 
deviation, approximately four observations would be needed 
(the graph crosses the 20% line at approximately < = 4). 
Table I shows the number of observations needed to achieve 
a certain error percent for chosen translation distances and 
distribution standard deviations. 
Since d = vT in our experiments, the inverse relationship 
between expected error and z may be rewritten 
40 t n i 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
(b) 
Z 
n 40 
(c) 
Fig. 12. Histograms of the position of the actual peak location around 
the expected location in the (a) s-dimension, (b) y-dimension, and (c) 
a-dimension. 
d V c- 
X 
llpll = d P 
Fig. 13. One-dimensional case of velocity estimation. Vector p is the true 
translation from -d to the origin (llpil = d) .  Vector D is the estimated 
translation, and fv(z)  is the density function of 1 1 ~ 1 1  - llpll. 
uTJN for Q >  - 1 samples 
(15) Here, v is the magnitude of the velocity, T is the pulse 
0 OC17('; 0 unit distance' repetition period, N is the number of interrogations (obser- 
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vations), and K is the error, where we have added Q as 
the spatial sampling (samples/unit distance) to show adequate 
representation of the signal. If Q is much less than l/a, higher 
errors due to undersampling will be present. Thus, increasing 
v ,T ,  or N ,  or decreasing c will cause a decrease in the 
magnitude of the error. This inverse relation is verified in the 
experimental absolute error graphs shown in Fig. 15 for lateral 
and axial translations. Both curves show that as UT increases, 
the error decreases. This agrees with our theoretical prediction 
of inverse relationship (Fig. 14). Also, the error for the graph 
of the axial experiment is generally lower than that of the 
lateral-translation experiment, except after one observation. 
This is due to the probability that the peak is located closer 
to the expected value in the axial dimension than that of the 
lateral dimension, i.e., aaxial < cqateral. It should be noted that 
this theoretical development is valid for tracking one peak; 
tracking multiple peaks that are known to be moving at the 
same velocity will further reduce the expected error. 
This relation holds true subject to the limitations described 
above, however. Once the sampling along a certain dimension 
is more than that of the uncertainty in that direction, increased 
sampling will not decrease the variance of the error. This was 
seen in two separate lateral-translation experiments in which 
the lateral sampling in one set of volumes was twice as fine as 
that of another set of volumes. All other parameters were the 
same between experiments. The error graphs and uncertainty 
graphs, not shown here, were essentially unchanged between 
the two sets of results. 
Also, peaks cannot be tracked beyond the point where they 
disappear. In the lateral set of experiments, this turned out to 
be about 1/4 to 1/3 of the aperture diameter. In the axial set of 
experiments, this did not appear to be a problem for normal 
blood velocities in humans. This becomes important in a real- 
time algorithm for tracking peaks; the algorithm must be able 
to correspond maxima from one frame to the next and account 
for their genesis and fading away. 
Finally, it is acknowledged that this simulation of moving 
tissue or blood by translation of a transducer over a scattering 
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Fig. 15. 
and axial-translation experiments. 
Experimental mean absolute error versus translation for the lateral- 
phantom represents an ideal situation, where the individual 
scattering particles remained fixed in location with respect 
to each other. In addition, the scatterers remained stationary 
over the time required to acquire a volume of pulse-echo 
information. Neither case would be true in in vivo tissue 
motion, especially in flowing blood where the scatterers (red 
blood cells) may be constantly rearranged. Our results are thus 
for a best-case scenario. It remains to be seen how these condi- 
tions, including profiled flow, rotational motion, redistribution 
of scatterers, etc., would affect the feature tracking process, 
especially the waxing and waning of peaks. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown that tracking a local maximum of ultrasound 
speckle in three dimensions is a valid approach to measuring 
target motion. Using a few observations, an estimation of 
the vector velocity can be made with reasonable accuracy. 
This approach is limited by the uncertainty in the location 
of the peak around the expected value, particularly in the 
lateral dimension; and the duration time of a local maximum. 
Since the location of a peak is more certain in the axial 
dimension, the expected error in that direction is less using 
this method. The application of this technique to blood flow in- 
strumentation would permit accurate angle-independent blood 
velocity determination in three dimensions using potentially 
fewer observations than are required by current systems. The 
improvement in speed and lack of angle dependence have 
important implications for improving clinical diagnosis with 
flow imaging systems and quantifying tissue motion in the 
normal or abnormal myocardium. 
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